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Abstract

Organic Computing systems are systems which have the

capability to autonomously (re-)organize and adapt them-

selves. The benefit of such systems with self-x properties is

that they are more dependable, as they can compensate for

some failures. They are easier to maintain, because they

can automatically configure themselves and are more con-

venient to use because of automatic adaptation to new sit-

uations. While Organic Computing systems have a lot of

desired properties, there still exists only little knowledge on

how they can be designed and built.

In this paper an approach for specification and construc-

tion of a class of Organic Computing systems is presented,

called the Restore Invariant Approach (RIA). The core idea

is that the behaviour of an Organic Computing system can

be split into productive phases and self-x phases. This al-

lows for a generic description of how “organic” aspects

can be specified and implemented. The approach will be

illustrated by applying it to a design methodology for Or-

ganic Computing systems and further refining it to an ex-

plicit case study in the domain of production automation.

Key words: formal methods, safety critical systems, or-

ganic computing, autonomic computing

1 Introduction

There exist a lot of different notions of what Organic

Computing (OC) [12] and Autonomic Computing (AC) [9]

systems are and what properties they are supposed to ful-

fill. One large class of such systems are those with self-x

capabilities.

Self-x systems are characterized by being able to au-

tonomously adjust to different situations. For example a

self-configuring system is expected to dynamically config-

ure new components, a self-adapting system is expected to

autonomously react on changing requirements and a self-

healing system is expected to be able to compensate com-

ponent failures. In addition to these self-x properties, func-

tional requirements are to be met as well, i.e. the system is

expected to produce, calculate or measure something when-

ever no adaptation is necessary.

While such self-x properties are desired in a wide variety

of application areas, it still remains a major challenge how

such systems can be built or even be specified. There exist

a lot of domain specific approaches [19, 1, 17, 18], which

are not general enough to be applicable in other domains.

In this paper we present a generic approach for speci-

fying and constructing a specific class of Organic Comput-

ing systems, namely agent and role based systems. It basi-

cally relies on the following informal notion of what a self-x

system is expected to do: “Whenever functional properties

are not met (i.e. the system is not productive), then a self-x

phase will be started which will reconfigure the system such

that these properties are met again (i.e. it can be productive

again).” A formalization of this intuitive statement can be

used for specification and construction of Organic Comput-

ing systems. The core idea is to use invariants to specify

productive states (resp. self-x states) and to use constraint

solving techniques, e.g. [8, 23], (whenever the system is not

operational) to find new configurations such that the system

can become operational again.

A brief overview of a specific class of Organic Com-

puting systems and a generic modeling framework is given

in Sect. 2. Sect. 3 explains the idea of using invariants

for specification of organic behavior. An application of

this method to a case study from production automation is

shown in Sect. 4. Other approaches and future work are

discussed in Sect. 5. Concluding remarks are summarized

in Sect. 6.
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2 Self-x Systems

Most Organic Computing systems consist of two parts:

one which provides the basic functionality (productive part)

and the organic part which is responsible for (re-) config-

uration and adaptation of the system. The productive part

is directly related to the intention of the system. Exam-

ples are data acquisition, data relaying or data aggregation

in the context of sensor networks[17]. Another example is

the control and driver logic for operating traffic lights in a

city wide traffic control system [16].

The organic part normally consists of some kind of ob-

servation and some kind of control algorithm. In the ex-

amples above, observation is detection of sensor failures or

measurement/predictionof major changes in the traffic flow.

In the sensor network scenario control is the calculation of

new routing for data or determination of new time intervals

for green and red phases for the traffic lights.

Technically, the organic part and the productive part of

the system are often connected with an self-x infrastructure.

The self-x infrastructure wraps components of the produc-

tive part of the system in a generic interface. It allows for

reconfiguration of these parts as well as for information ex-

change. The organic part constantly monitors the functional

part and uses control whenever necessary.

Figure 1. Architecture for Organic Computing

systems

Figure 1 shows such an architecture with one (central)

observer/controller. Decentralized versions and hierarchi-

cal observer controllers are also often used for organic

control mechanisms [18]. Regardless of the type of ob-

server/controller architecture being used, models of Organic

Computing have very similar semantics.

Semantics In most cases, the semantics of Organic Com-

puting systems is a trace semantics. This means a system

model describes a set of traces, where each trace is a se-

quence of states. A state then describes a snapshot of the

system at some given point in time. One sequence describes

one possible temporal evolution of the system over time –

also called a run or trace of the system. The semantics of

the system is then the set of all possible runs. This type of

semantics is very widely used in computer science for all

types of systems [15, 3, 7]. There exist a lot of different

specification formalisms the rely on a trace semantics, e.g.

programs, state charts and sequence charts.

Independent of the selected specification formalism, Or-

ganic Computing systems share one common property: it is

possible to decide at a given time if the system is providing

functionality, i.e. it is in a productive phase, or if it is adapt-

ing to changes in the environment, i.e. it is in a self-x phase.

Therefore all states can be divided into two disjoint sets:

• one set of states where the functionality can be pro-

vided and no reconfiguration is necessary

• one set of states where the functionality can not be

provided and where reconfiguration is or must be per-

formed

Formally, this splitting of system states can be expressed

by a predicate logic formula, which evaluates to true for all

states of the first group and to false for all others. As the

formula is true for all functional states, we will speak in the

following of an invariant1.

This leads to the core idea of this paper: a generic

paradigm for specification and construction of Organic

Computing systems. Assume that the initial state of the

system is part of the functional states. Then the following

statement describes the essence of an Organic Computing

system with the notion of invariants:

An Organic Computing system behaves like a

standard system as long as no reconfiguration is

required. This situation corresponds to a satisfied

invariant. Adaptation is necessary, if the invari-

ant does not hold anymore. An Organic Comput-

ing system is expected to restore its functionality

(or invariant) as far as possible.

In simple words: building an Organic Computing system

can be reduced to building the functional part of the system,

wrapping it into a self-x infrastructure, defining invariants

and providing an algorithm which can restore these invari-

ants. The good news is that defining suitable invariants is

often possible in a very generic way and that the restoration

problem is basically a constraint solving problem.

This very abstract approach can be applied to a broad

variety of Organic Computing systems. In the following

section, we will show how it works for a specific class of

Organic Computing systems.

1This is justified, as the formula basically is a formalization of the goals

of the system. For a traditional (non-organic) systems, such properties are

typically called invariants as they are expected to be satisfied by all states

of every run of the system.



3 Restore Invariant Approach

This section describes a generic formalism for specifica-

tion and implementation of Organic Computing systems or

more specifically for specifying and implementing the or-

ganic intelligence of such systems.

The first part of this section describes a specific class

of Organic Computing systems and proposes a formalism

to model such systems. This formalism is based on [20]

and will be extended in this paper by the Restore Invariant

Approach . The second part of the section will show how

invariants, as presented into the previous section, for this

class of target systems look like. The last part of the section

gives some remarks on one implementation for restoration

of the invariants.

3.1 Static View

The Organic Design Pattern (ODP)[20] is a design and

construction guideline for a broad class of self-x systems,

namely those which consist of a set of independent com-

ponents interacting with each other and where reconfigura-

tion/adaptation can be expressed as a reallocation of roles.

For that purpose the components must provide several func-

tionalities instead of only one. Some examples for such sys-

tems are sensor networks, distributed smart devices which

provide context sensitive services, or adaptive production

systems. An example for this is shown in Sect. 4. Fig. 2

shows the Organic Design Pattern (ODP).

The main idea is that a system consist of Agents which

process Resources with one or more of the agents‘ Capa-

bilities according to a given Task. A Task describes how a

given Resource should be processed. It is a sequence of Ca-

pabilities which should be applied to the Resource. Every

Agent is defined by the Capabilities it can provide and the

agents to which/from which it can give/receive Resources.

Which Capability an Agent performs in a specific situa-

tion is determined by its Role. An Agent can have several

Roles. A Role is a 3-tuple (Preconditions, Caps, Postcon-

ditions) of a set of Conditions as precondition, a sequence

of Capabilities that need to be applied and a set of Condi-

tions as postcondition. The precondition describes which

resources are to be accepted and from whom. The post-

condition describes how the resource is to be labeled and to

whom it is given2. A RoleAllocation is the set of all Roles of

all Agents. In the following, we restrict ourself to a single

precondition and a single postcondition3. A Condition is

3-tuple of a target Agent from whom respectively to whom

2Note, that in general there must also be a decision algorithm imple-

mented, which chooses a role if several roles are applicable at the same

time.
3The opportunity to define more than one pre- and/or postcondition in

one role serves for merging and splitting resources and permits optimiza-

tion e.g. load balancing.

the Resource is taken respectively given, the current State of

the Resource and the Task that needs to be done. An Agent

chooses a Role according to the Precondition, performs the

Capabilities defined in the Role and give the Resource to the

Agent in the Postcondition. Note, that the definition above

implies that the selection of a role is in general dependant

on the Resource which the agent is actually processing.

3.2 Dynamic View

The core part of the semantics which is necessary for the

description of invariants as basis for reconfiguration, is how

roles determine the system behavior. The intention of the

discussed class of target systems is to process resources in a

given way, e.g. transporting some information from a sen-

sor node to a data sink in a sensor network or to enrich, ag-

gregate and prepare some information from different clients

for the user. This is done by each agent individually by fol-

lowing three rules:

1. Accept resources only, if the tuple (sending agent, cur-

rent state of the resource, task of the resource) matches

one of the roles preconditions.

2. Process resources according to the capabilities defined

in the chosen role.

3. Try to give resources to the next agent as stated in the

postcondition of the selected role. State and task are

also changed as stated in the postcondition4.

Formally, this corresponds to the idea of a data flow net-

work, where resources are the data, agents are the nodes of

the network and the edges are defined by the roles assigned

to the agents. We also used such a formalization to model

the example of Sect. 4 in the data flow based tool SCADE

[6].

We do not give a complete semantics of the dynamics

of the system here. The idea is to use state charts with a

defined semantics for this. In this paper we abstract from

explicit communication protocols like for example hand-

shakes and also from properties dependent on the chosen

protocol, e.g. avoiding deadlocks.

3.3 Invariant

This subsection will explain the invariants in more de-

tail. As mentioned before, the static artifacts Agent, Capa-

bility, Task and the association between them are enough to

specify if a role allocation is correct or not. This is also intu-

itively justified, as the configurations of the agents including

4In almost all applications the state is updated by adding the capabil-

ities which have been applied and leaving the task unchanged. Different

scenarios are only interesting for applications where resources are being

split into pieces or merged together.



Figure 2. Organic design pattern (ODP)

their roles solely determines whether the system will work

correctly or not5. The next step is to define a formula (or

invariant), which divides role allocations in “good roles”,

where the functionality can be provided, and “bad roles”,

where the functionality cannot be provide and therefore re-

configuration is necessary.

In Fig. 3 an algebraic formalization of the class diagram

of Fig. 2 is given. It is based on the standard semantics of

UML class diagrams.

A specific system is described by a (finite) set of vari-

ables Agentsall of type Agent and Tasksall of type Task.

The recursive data type Agent is a 4-tuple of a list of Ca-

pabilities, a set of (input) Agents, a set of (output) Agents

and a set of assigned Roles. A Role is a 3-tuple of (pre-

) Conditions, (post-) Conditions and a list of Capabilities,

which are to be applied. Conditions are a 3-tuple of a (tar-

get/source) Agent (called port), a list of Capabilities de-

scribing the current state of the resource and a list of Ca-

pabilities describing the task which should be conducted on

the resource. These variable declarations define the state

space (for the abstraction used for specification of the in-

5As we assume that the dynamics of the system are implemented cor-

rectly with respect to the informal semantics given in Sect. 3.2.

variants) for all possible systems within the class of systems

defined by the ODP. The data type Capability is left abstract

on this generic level. On the application level it is updated

by the concrete type.

For example a system with four agents and one task

will lead to the set Agentsall := {a1, a2, a3, a4} and

Tasksall := {t1}. For a full specification the variables

Agent.inputs, Agent.outputs, Agent.has (for Agent =
a1..4) and Task (for Task = t1) have to be defined. All

other variables remain free. All possible configurations are

now defined by the possible evaluations of the remaining

free variables.

In general the invariant can be split into two types of sub-

formulas: consistency predicates and configuration predi-

cates.

Consistency predicates: Consistency predicates

INVcons express that roles are consistent with the as-

sociations between the static artifacts and are derived from

the OCL constraints which can be annotated to the design

pattern. During runtime these parts of the invariant must be

monitored.

An example is that only capabilities can be assigned



type Agent{

has : set of Capability

inputs : set of Agent

outputs : set of Agent

assignedRoles : set of Role

}

abstract type Capability{ }

type Role{

precondition : set of Condition

applyCapabilities : list of Capability

postconditions : set of Condition

}

type Condition{

port : Agent

state : list of Capability

task : Task

}

type Task{

capSeq : list of Capability

}

Figure 3. Formal representation of ODP arti-

facts

within a role to an agent if this agent has this capability.

In formal language:

∀a ∈ Agentall: ∀r ∈ a.assignedRole :

∀c ∈ r.applyCapabilities : c ∈a.has

The set of available capabilities (a.has) may change when-

ever failures occur. In reality this corresponds to a situation,

in which for example a tool of a robot breaks (see Sect. 4).

Another example is, that if agent A wants to give re-

sources to agent B then agent B must have the possibility

to receive resources from agent A.

Another predicate in this group is, that ports of a role of

an agent have to be consistent with the agent’s input/output

relation.

∀a ∈ Agentall : ∀r ∈a.assignedRole:
(r.precondition.port ∈ a.input)

∧ (r.postcondition.port ∈ a.output)

These predicates are monitored by the system during

runtime. Failures lead to a violation of one of those predi-

cates, and a reconfiguration is triggered.

Configuration predicates: Configuration predicates

INVconf express correct calculation of role allocations.

They describe functional properties of the system and

(normally) do not change during runtime. An example is

that the roles should be allocated in a way that resources

are processed correctly, i.e. correct order of applied

capabilities. Therefore one of the Configuration predicates

of the invariant is that agents which need to exchange

resources need to be connected. In other words the ports

set in the conditions must be connected in such a way that

if one agent should give resources to another, this one must

have this agent set as an agent it gets resources from.

∀a, a′ ∈ Agentall : ∀r ∈ a.assignedRole :
a′ ∈ r.postcondition.port

→ ∃r′ ∈ a′.assignedRole : (a ∈ r′.precondition.port)

Two other Configuration predicates are stating that the

state of resources is updated correctly (1) or that the already

applied capabilities are a prefix of the list of capabilities in

the task (2).

(1) ∀r : Role :
r.postcondition.state =

r.precondition.state++r.applyCapabilities

(2) ∀c ∈ Condition : c.state ⊑ c.task

Some other necessary predicates are specified analo-

gously. For example: there exists at least one agent that

finishes the task or that there is always the next capability

of the task applied.

3.4 Restoration of Invariant

The last paragraph showed, how invariants can be used

for specifying organic behavior in a very generic and intu-

itive way. The next logical step is to define a reconfiguration

algorithm on top of this. A fairly simple way to accomplish

this is to use a constraint solver.

Formally the invariant is a boolean formula

INV(varsstat, varsdyn)where varsstat represent variables

that can not be changed by the controller, for example the

input relation Agent.inputs or the available capabilities

Agent.has, and where varsdyn represents variables that

can be changed by the controller, for example allocated

roles Agent.assignedRoles. The goal of the Organic

Computing system is to keep INV true as long as possible.

So the question of reconfiguration can be reduced to the

following logic problem:

Given an invariant INV(varsstat, varsdyn) and an eval-

uation πstat : varsstat → Dom(varsstat)
6 find an eval-

6Here Dom(varsstat) denotes the vector of domains which corre-

spond to the vector of static variables varsstat. Analogously for dynamic

variables.



uation πdyn : varsdyn → Dom(varsdyn) such that

INV(varsstat, varsdyn)|πstat∪πdyn
= tt7.

More intuitively one can say, that a valid evaluation of

variables for a induced formula INV ′(varsdyn) must be

found. This is a standard problem of constraint solving.

Therefore the problem of designing an organic reconfigu-

ration algorithm can be reduced to specifying invariants of

intended functional properties, defining degrees of freedom

and then using an “of-the-shelf” constraint solver. How this

works in practice will be described in the next section.

4 Case Study

This section describes an application from production

automation. The first part of this section describes the sys-

tem and how it is modeled. The second part shows some

experiences and results.

4.1 Adaptive Production Cell

In contrast to a traditional production cell where the in-

teraction between robots is fixed, the adaptive production

cell will dynamically change its interaction scheme. In the

example, the production cell consists of three robots, which

are connected with two autonomous transportation units.

This is shown in Fig. 4.

Figure 4. Adaptive production cell

Their task is to drill a hole, then to insert a screw and in a

final step to tighten the screw. For the modelling process the

first step is to instantiate the ODP and identify the agents.

In Fig. 5 an extract of the model of such a system is given

in ODP notion, which focuses on the instantiation of Agent

7Here πstat ∪ πdyn denotes the evaluation π of varsstat ∪ varsdyn

which is defined by applying πstat and πdyn.

and Capability. A more detailed description of the instan-

tiation of the ODP is given in [20]. For better readability,

capabilities are represented as data types, while robots and

carts are object representations.

Figure 5. Extract of the object model for the

adaptive production cell

The production cell comprises two types of Agents -

Robots and AutonomousCarts. The capabilities of a robot

are Drill, Insert and Tighten, whereas an autonomous cart

has no special capability. Fig. 5 shows the optimal case in

which the system has full capabilities and functionality.

Due to the nature of the systemWorkpieces (instances of

Resource) can only be given from Robots to Carts or vice

versa. This is captured by restricting Input and Output as-

sociations.

The Task is a description of what has to be done. In

the example: “first drill a hole (apply capability Drill), then

insert a screw (apply capability Insert) and finally tighten

the screw (apply capability Tighten)”. A robot role defines,



which capability a robot has to use, from which carts it is

supposed to pick up workpieces and to which carts it should

give the workpieces.

This system is nowmodeled, the invariants and reconfig-

uration are specified according to the method described in

Sect. 3. The set of instances of Agent is

Agentall := {robota, robotb, robotc, carta, cartb}.

The set of capabilities and all task is defined analogously

Capabilityall := {d, i, t} Tasksall := {t1}

Next we need to define the state of the system. This is

done by defining the evaluations πstat for all variables of

varsstat.

In table 4.1 the static variables and their evaluation are

given for the example according to the definitions of Sect.

3. The evaluation describes the initial situation of the pro-

duction cell in which every agent has full capabilities and

every robot can interact with every cart and vice versa. This

situation is also depicted in Fig. 4.

The functional goal of the cell is to process workpieces

following a given work plan. In the example the work plan

should be: drill a hole, insert a screw and tighten the screw,

this is described by setting the field t1.capSeq to the ac-

cording value.

varsstat πstat(varsstat)

robotx.has {d, i, t}
robotx.inputs {carta, cartb}
robotx.outputs {carta, cartb}
carty .has {}
carty .inputs {robota, robotb}
carty .outputs {robota, robotb}
task1.capSeq [d, i, t]

for x ∈ {a, b, c} and y ∈ {a, b}

Table 1. Evaluation πstat of varsstat

As described in Sect. 3 reconfiguration is done by find-

ing evaluations of the dynamic variables varsdyn, such that

the invariant INV holds.

Table 4.1 shows a possible solution for the system which

is represented by the evaluation of the dynamic variables

varsdyn. For simplification, we only show the solution for

one robot (robota) and one cart (cartb). The evaluation for

the other agents looks similar.

During runtime the consistency part of the invariant

INVcons is constantly monitored. this is typically achieved

by integrating a sensor, which can for example detect if a

specific capability can be accessed or not.

varsdyn πdyn(varsdyn)

robota .assignedRoles.precondition.port {carta}

robota .assignedRoles.precondition.state {d}

robota .assignedRoles.precondition.task {d,i,t}

robota .assignedRoles.applyCapabilities {i}

robota .assignedRoles.postcondition.port {cartb}

robota .assignedRoles.postcondition.state {d,i}

robota .assignedRoles.postcondition.task {d,i,t}

cartb.assignedRoles.precondition.port {robota}

cartb.assignedRoles.precondition.state {d,i}

cartb.assignedRoles.precondition.task {d,i,t}

cartb.assignedRoles.applyCapabilities {}

cartb.assignedRoles.postcondition.port {robotc}

cartb.assignedRoles.postcondition.state {d,i}

cartb.assignedRoles.postcondition.task {d,i,t}

Table 2. Evaluation for robota and cartb

Whenever a broken tool is detected, the corresponding

(static) variable a.has will be assigned a new value. As a

consequence the invariant will become false, if the failure

has some effect on the functionality. If now, for instance,

the drill of robota breaks, then the evaluation of robota.has

will be changed from {d, i, t} to {i, t}. As robota is con-

figured to insert (and not to drill) this loss of capabilities

does not affect the system and thus no reconfiguration will

be triggered. Note, that the consistency predicate

∀a ∈ Agentall: ∀r ∈ a.assignedRole :

∀c ∈ r.applyCapabilities : c ∈a.has

is still evaluated to true, although the value of

robota.has has changed. Now assume that also the tool

breaks, which robota uses for inserting screws. As a con-

sequence evaluation of robota.has will be changed to {t}.
This has now some consequence on the invariant. The for-

mula above will now evaluate to false (for a := robota).

therefore a reconfiguration will be triggered. The ob-

server/controller is now trying to find a new evaluation of

the dynamic variables with respect to the new evaluation of

varsstat, which restores the invariant. One obvious solu-

tion is to switch the roles of the inserting and the tighten-

ing robot and reassign the carts accordingly. This is then

called self-healing: the system became non-functional and

re-organized itself in such a way that it became functional

again.

Another example is self-adaptation to a new task. For

example “Drill three holes” is reflected in the change of the

evaluation of the task variable t1.

t1.capSeq = [d, d, d]

The reconfiguration then is calculating new assignments,

so that the new task is fulfilled.



4.2 Implementation and Experiences

We implemented this case study using Microsoft

Robotics Studio as simulation environment, the multi-agent

framework JADEX as communication infrastructure and the

constraint solver Alloy for restoring invariants. Adapters be-

tween JADEX objects and Alloy syntax were relatively easy

to implement. A video of the system can be found at [13].

The definition of the invariants was also relatively straight

forward. For a slightly larger system consisting of three

robots, five carts and two storages, the constraint solving

problem only takes a couple of seconds. Although we have

not yet proven the proposed set of invariants as correct for

the whole class of target systems, we were at least unable to

find counter-examples.

However we experienced, that in reality there often exist

hidden links between the individual components. An ex-

ample is, that assigning roles to carts might cause the carts

to collide while travelling from one robot to another. The

reason for that is that the topology of the system is not con-

sidered in the role assignment. This seems to be possible for

many systems where the (software) agents represent physi-

cal entities. But solutions for this problem are only solvable

in an application-specific way.

The next step in our research is to implement a dis-

tributed algorithm for reconfiguration. As for now, the ob-

server/controller is a single-point-of-failure for the system.

A simple extension is to add this logic to all agents and do

a leader election, whenever a re-configuration is necessary.

Further extension might include applying local reconfigu-

rations, where only a limited number of agents exchange

roles.

As the state space of the possible solutions can get expo-

nentially large with the number of agents and capabilities in

the system. A constraint solver is only applicable for sys-

tems with few components. Here we are looking into solu-

tions where clustering properties can be utilized, which may

lead to the possibility that local reconfiguration is possible.

Until now, we mainly considered self-reconfiguration af-

ter a failure and self-adaptation to another linear task. The

next steps here are to adapt to new agents and to extend the

approach to also allow for non-linear tasks (i.e. the task is

no longer a totally ordered list of capabilities but rather a di-

rected graph). An example for this type of task is a scenario

where resources (for example workpieces in production or

sensor data) are aggregated or split into pieces.

5 Related and Future Work

5.1 Related Work

There already exist a lot of work on constructing and

specifying reconfiguration algorithms. Bussmann et al. [2]

for example use agent technology for a production scenario.

This differs from our approach as it is more directed to in-

creasing throughput and not to make the system more de-

pendable to failure of components.

In [22] a model-based development framework for self-

adaptive embedded programs is presented. In contrast to

our method where only the specification is necessary, the

reconfiguration mechanism must directly be given. As a

consequence this approach is less generic and only applica-

ble to a limited number of domains.

The presented approach has strong relationships to the

ideas and concepts of agent-based systems. Bauer et al. [?]

also examined agent systems, Organic Computing systems

(as well as Autonomic Computing systems), state common-

alities and the divergences between them. They propose a

common view on these technologies and show how they can

benefit from each other with regard to software engineering

(SE). They did not focus on formal aspects like specification

and formal analysis of system properties.

The SCRAMmethod [21] is an approach for building fail

safe systems based on reconfiguration. The core idea is to

(ex-)change functional modules at runtime whenever neces-

sary. While the basic mechanism is a little similar to restor-

ing invariants, SCRAM is very much focused on safety and

has only limited flexibility with regard to the class of target

systems.

Kramer and Magee [4, 10] are using architectural con-

straints to describe the system structure, which allows for

implicit management of the structure. These constraints are

extracted from a system specification in Darwin ADL [11].

They focus on the system architecture and consider system

structure as directed graph in which components are nodes

and arcs specify bindings between a service required of a

component and provided by the other. This bindings are

described through the architectural constraints.

5.2 Future Work

The presented approach offers a lot of opportunities and

possible next steps. One opportunity is of course to inte-

grate specification of invariants into the software engineer-

ing process. The hope is that this can be done with OCL[14]

(or with minor extensions to it). Another big chance is to

use it for early evaluation of systems by building and ana-

lyzing executable models. An example of this idea for the

adaptive production cell is published in [5]. Here invari-

ants and abstract system models are used to determine the

amount of failure tolerance of a self-x system in compari-

son to a traditional one. The obvious extension of this work

would be to generalize this such that other self-x properties

can also be measured.

An open question is the correctness of invariants. For

a given system and some intended behavior it is in general



hard to decide if a set of invariants correctly distinguishes

productive and self-x states. A good next step could be to

define guidelines for specific classes of systems. The ul-

timate goal is then to provide a framework in which cor-

rectness of the invariants with respect to a specification of

the intended behavior can be shown. Another open issue is

the question of refinement. Invariants (as described in this

paper) reason about an abstraction of the real implemented

system (with protocols, handshakes etc.). It is not guaran-

teed, that properties of reconfiguration which hold for the

abstract system, hold for the real system as well. The idea

is here to define a generic refinement and prove a refinement

relation (which at least holds for some classes of invariants).

6 Conclusion

The Restore Invariant Approach is of great help for the

analysis, design, modeling and verification of AC/OC sys-

tems with self-x capabilities. Many self-x properties can be

mapped to this approach. Self-adaptation means that the re-

quirements change and the system tries to adapt in such a

way that the new invariants hold again. Self-configuration

means that if system properties change, i.e. new agents for

the system, the changed system then has to fulfill the invari-

ants again. Self-healing means that environmental assump-

tions no longer hold, the specified invariants are violated

and the system then tries to reestablish these invariants.

The close coupling of this approachwith the Organic De-

sign Pattern allows for incorporation of self-x principles and

verification early in the design phase of the system. The

abstraction of the reconfiguration mechanism into the in-

variant to be monitored and restored allows for giving func-

tional guarantees about a system without having a specific

reconfiguration scheme. This means that every reconfigu-

ration algorithm that is capable of restoring the invariant is

correct wrt. the system specification.

Our future work will include implementing different re-

configuration strategies into realisations of the ODP. We

are currently working on expressing the Restore Invariant

Approach in the relational first-order model finder Kodkod

[23]. The implementation of the organic production cell

will be done in the Microsoft Robotics Framework which

allows for simulation of robot kinematics and physics.
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